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55th Street Playhouse
154 W.  55th Street, New York

253 seats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
55th Street Playhouse / Tax photo taken between 1939 and 1941.http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/6376/photos/263528 CONTEXTUALIZATIONIn the late 1930s, there were only about 115 movie theatres in the country that showed foreign films, most in big cities. Since the 1920s, the bulk of foreign offerings in New York had been European films. Distribution of foreign imports to the United States reached its high point of 314 movies in 1938 but numbers dropped to 45 in 1942, and even 30 in 1943 (Film Daily Year Book, 1944, 45). Of those, only 4 were French films, one of them, interrupted in 1939, was smuggled out of France and premiered in New York in 1943.



UPDATE

• Political positioning of the New York 
(+US) movie environment

• Availability (and repetition) of French 
films in the US during the war

• Pairing (Allies) and favoured genres

• US Films about France (some with 
French actors in exile)

• Plea to beware of categories (films and 
venues)

The Thalia, Upper West Side

250 W. 95th Street & Broadway

295 seats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://avantgardecinema.weebly.com/thalia.htmlCinema name : The Thalia�Address : 250 W. 95th Street�Neighborhood : Upper West Side�Years of occupancy : 1931-1987�Screens (seats) : 1 (292)�Active individuals : Raymond Irrera (architect); Ben Schlanger (architect); John H. and John W. Springer (owners)I will update my research on the wartime programming of French films in a small selection of movie theatres in New York during the year from June 1942 to May 1943. I will follow these determinants: early political position of the New York movie environment (and US film industry in general) availability (and repetition) of French films in the US during the warPairing (Allies) and favoured genres US movies about France A final plea to beware of usual categories (both in terms of films and venues) Main sources for this update: The Film Daily (published from New York 1915–1970) and the data mining tool of Arclight (https://projectarclight.org) for statistical information from American film media on the movie theatres selected for this research. 



Occurrences in specialised American film media 1940-1945

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Already by 1936, the Nazis had ruined the export of German films to the US market while the French profited from this conjuncture, successfully growing their presence on US screens. Movies were part of a much broader campaign to better the perception of France in that country. A newly founded French Cinema Center in New York showed its political orientation early on alongside the Film Committee of the Anti-Nazi League. Programming during the war years solidified that position. US studios also produced several feature films highlighting the plight and fight of the Allies. The specialized press prominently advertised prewar French films and the pro-Free French US movies. A general pro-Allies position (Norway, Soviet Union, etc.). (The expressions France Libre or Fighting French were also used but much less often than France Forever or Free French; in any case, they all refer to the Gaullist Resistance) 



The New York Times, Friday February 19, 1943, p. 23

Fifth (or 5th) Ave Playhouse (273 seats) 
1940 tax photo of 66 5th Avenue

courtesy of NYC Dept. of Records
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Presentation Notes
Foreign films in New York originated from war allies: Britain, the Soviet Union and the Free French representing the France from before her defeat, occupation and collaboration with Nazi Germany. Almost all of the 75 French feature films shown in New York between June 1942 and May 1943 had been imported during the 1930s. By the mid-1930s, there was a French Motion Picture Co. in New York, a US office of France-Amérique Films of Paris. Some copies were brought in from Canada where a specialised distributor (France-Film) was established in 1930 and had a sizeable catalogue by 1939.Photo de gauche: https://www.villagepreservation.org/2020/05/14/why-isnt-this-landmarked-64-66-5th-avenue/ The 5th Avenue Playhouse was opened December 16, 1925. It was renamed Cinema de Paris on September 28, 1935. It was renamed 5th Avenue Cinema in 1954 when it was operated by Ragoff & Becker. A premiere art house in the Greenwich Village area of New York for many decades where the offerings were always synonymous with high quality. Satyajit Ray’s “Pather Panchali!” was introduced to New York moviegoers in this small venue. Pasolini’s “Accattone” had its first commercial run here. Closed in September 1974, the theatre building is now part of the New School for Social Research. (http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/6379)



STATISTICAL DATA
HTTPS: / /PROJECTARCLIGHT.ORG

4 THEATRES /1935 -1950
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Presentation Notes
https://projectarclight.org (For the Thalia and the 55th Street Playhouse in particular, rapid growth coincides with turning points in the war such as the entry of the US in the conflict, the changes on various European theatres of war, etc.)

https://projectarclight.org/


IRVING PLACE
1 4 T H  S T. &  U N I O N  S Q UA R E

9 0 0  S E AT S

1943

Growing presence of 
unequal Allies 

(France Forever and 
USSR)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Programmation du cinéma Irving Place: The New York Times, TH May 6, 1943, p. 24.Photographie du cinéma Irving Place: http://cinematreasures.org/theaters/11996/photos/208680  The movie theatres selected for this research reinforced the allied position with several combined programs and festivals, the most prominent events bringing together French and Soviet films. They seemed complementary: The Soviets focused on war and historical (revolutionary) themes; the French provided drama and romance.



« THE WAR CYCLE IS IN HIGH GEAR »
THE F I LM DA I LY , 8  JANUARY 1942

Motion Picture Herald, 28 Nov. 1942, p. 58
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Additional angle of approach – US films about FranceScreenings of US films were allowed in the unoccupied zone and in French North Africa until the end of 1942; Vichy France was also the way US movies were brought into Switzerland. Nevertheless, after the fall of France in June 1940, pro-Resistance war stories set in that country were produced by major US studios (and many showcased exiled French actors). Several premiered in large first-run theatres in New York during the year June 1942—May 1943, adding to the programming of prewar French productions during the same period, and keeping France in the news. On 8 January 1942, The Film Daily could write: “The war cycle is in high gear.” This complex relationship deserves further research.



QUESTION ABOUT 
CATEGORIES

Our focus is on feature films shown in  
commercial venues (movie theatres)

Example of La Maternelle (Jean Benoit-Lévy 
and Marie Epstein, 1933)
• Discussed in different publications
• Categorized using different terms
• Opened in New York in 1935; various 

venues until late 1940s
• Shown several times in New York during 

the war and the year June 1942 – May 
1943

How do you deal with similar questions 
(blurring lines) in your dataset?
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Presentation Notes
Example of La Maternelle (Jean Benoit-Lévy and Marie Epstein, 1933), discussed in the general and specialized press, in popular publications about commercial movies, fan magazines, and in educational publications. It is categorized using different terms: feature film;  feature length film; educational film.Opened in the US in 1935 (New York) and was shown repeatedly until the late 1940s in various venues, commercial and non-commercial (movie theatres, museums, colleges and universities, etc.).Programmed several times during the year June 1942 – May 1943.Photographie de l’affiche: https://www.cinemaclock.com/films/la-maternelle-1933La Maternelle 1h 23min1933     Drame     FranceLangue d'orig: françaisRéalisé parJean Benoit-Lévy, Marie EpsteinÉcrit parJean Benoit-Lévy, Marie EpsteinCompagnie (distributeur) Metropolis Pictures
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